
Instructions and Explanation

Important Keywords : These are keywords that must be used in the post. By analyzing websites
that are ranking well for our targeted keyword, I am able to find common words that are
mentioned trough every post and using (TF* IDF ) we can increase the post relevancy to rank
higher.

The keywords mentioned can be used anywhere in the post as long as they are mentioned at
least once with exception to the main keyword ( In bold ) that must be used more than twice in
a post of about 800 words and more than 4 times in a post of about 1200+ words. Some
keywords can be used interchangeably.

FAQ : These are popular questions that come with the targeted keywords. If I am targeting a
keyword with informational intent, 95% of the time I will also include questions that must be
answered in the post typically between 3-5 questions. The answers to these questions should
be no more than 5 sentences (if possible ) and straight to the point.

FAQ are great to compliment a post and also provide us room to be creative with our important
keyword placements. A major bonus is that we can potentially rank for featured snippets and
increase traffic to the blog post.

Internal link : To compliment and also use the authority of the website in the niche. Internal
linking is a great way to optimize a website overall but it holds a much greater value by passing
link juice and potentially increasing the ranking for the pages. A product or a catalog page can
be used.

Do not link the targeted keyword. Unless agreed upon.

Blog post Ideas

Target keyword : Garden Statues
Volume: ~18k
Difficulty : Medium
Featured Snippets Opportunity : No
Approximate Word Count : 800+



Intent: Informational. Although this keyword can be transactional we are using this post to target
searchers that are on top of the sales funnel.

Title : Elevating Your Outdoor Decor With Garden Statues.

Important Keywords : Garden sculptures, Outdoor decorations, Garden décor, home accents,
garden gnome statues, garden statues, holiday decorations, lawn decor

FAQ’s
1- where to buy garden statues? (we want to “promote” our website for questions like this
one)
2- Can garden statues be repainted?
3- Are garden décor seasonal?

2-
Target Keyword : Fireplace Screen
Volume: ~11k
Intent: Informational
Difficulty : Hard
Featured Snippets Opportunity : Yes

Title : 7 Benefits of using a fireplace screen

Important Keywords : fireplace screens, spark guard, fireplace screen with doors, decorative fire
screens, fire pit, wrought iron , screen panel. door screens , fireplace screen with glass doors

FAQ’s
1- What are fireplace screens used for?
2- Where to buy fireplace screens?
3- Which is better: fireplace screens or glass doors?
4- why do fireplace screens have gaps in them?
5- Can I install a fireplace screen myself?

3-
Target Keyword : Bird house
Volume: ~30k
Intent: Informational
Difficulty : Low
Featured Snippets Opportunity : Yes
Approximate Word Count : 900+

Title : Creating an ecosystem in your yard with a bird house.



Important keywords : hanging bird house, decorative birdhouses, garden decorations, birdhouse
decor, wooden birdhouse, birdhouses, feeder house, outdoor birdhouse, bird feeder, cottage
style, gardening decoration

FAQ’s
1- What size hole for bird house?
2- How many birds will a birdhouse hold?
3- What is a bird house?
4- Are birdhouses good for birds?
5- Do birdhouses help the environment?

4-

Target Keyword : Body Pillow
Volume: ~53k
Intent: Informational
Difficulty : Low
Featured Snippets Opportunity : Yes
Approximate Word Count : 1000+

Title : Benefits of using a body pillow

Important keywords :  sleep positions, nights sleep, spinal alignment, memory foam, animal
body pillows, throughout the night, comfortable sleep, restful night, sleep apnea, healthy sleep,
sleep quality, blood circulation, body pillows

FAQ’s

1- What is a body pillow good for?
2- How long do body pillows last?
3- Why do people sleep with body pillows?
4- Can body pillows promote restful sleep?

5-
Target Keyword : Christmas Porch Decoration Ideas
Volume: ~5k
Intent: Informational
Difficulty : Medium
Featured Snippets Opportunity : No
Approximate Word Count : 900+



Title : Christmas Porch Decoration Ideas That You Will Love

Important keywords :  christmas porch decorations, christmas lights, front porch, porch decor,
winter wonderland, holiday cheer, fun christmas, christmas trees, holiday guests, outdoor decor,

FAQ’s
1- What kind of decorations are used for Christmas?
2- What are the four most popular Christmas colors?
3- How do I decorate my large porch for Christmas?
4- What can I hang instead of a wreath?


